
Theft of Fire

Toa Nuva’s symbol stolen!
By Takua

Just as we thought the threat of the swarms was finally over, a new danger has emerged from the darkness. In a 
daring raid on Ta-Koro, Tahu Nuva’s symbol of power has been stolen, and with it the Toa’s control over the 
element of fire.

The thief approached the Ta-Suva by stealth, incapacitating the Matoran on watch with some sort of electrical 
field. As the Ta-Koro Guard looked on helplessly, the creature – like a Bohrok in appearance, but far more 
powerful than any that we have encountered before – took Tahu’s symbol from the shrine and leapt away.

“I have rarely felt so powerless,” said Guard Captain Jala, “as when that…thing stood gloating before me with 
Tahu’s symbol in its grasp, and I could do nothing to stop it.”

Tahu Nuva appeared to block the beast’s path, but it brought down a shower of stones upon him. The 
onlookers’ relief at the Toa’s arrival turned to dismay as mighty Tahu summoned his blazing elemental energies 
– and was buried beneath the rubble as his flame failed to appear.

What does the appearance of this terrible new creature bode for Mata Nui, and what has become of the Toa 
Nuva of Fire?

Out of Their Elements

Toa Nuva search for symbol thieves
By Takua

The theft of Tahu Nuva’s symbol was just the start. Each village of Mata Nui has been the victim of a similar 
raid, with each Toa left diminished in its wake. Kopaka Nuva was nearly lost down a chasm, Tahu Nuva found 
himself buried beneath a hail of stones, and Gali Nuva was swept away by a giant wave that she had called forth 
only a moment before. Lewa, Onua and Pohatu too have suffered indignities thanks to the work of the 
mysterious Bohrok-Kal.

“I fell out of a tree!” said an embittered Lewa Nuva. “Me, of all beings! I nearly ended up neck-deep in that 
reeking swamp on the ground below. Stupid bugs.”

“It wasn’t fun,” was Pohatu Nuva’s only comment. “Frankly, I’d rather not talk about it any more.”

As they set out in pursuit of the Bohrok-Kal, some of the Toa were more introspective. “Our powers were 
increased greatly in the nest of the Bahrag,” Onua Nuva mused, “but they were also shackled to these symbols 
by some means. Now with the theft of the one, we have lost the other. It is a discomforting thing to ponder.”

“Thankfully, although they have lost some of their vibrancy, our masks still serve us,” Gali Nuva reported. “The 
Turaga believe that the event that transformed us and created our symbols may also have brought forth new 
Kanohi from Mata Nui. As we follow the creatures that have stolen our powers, we will seek these Kanohi 
Nuva and hope that they grant us the strength to protect our villages once more.”

Desert Showdown

Disaster in the sands for the Toa Nuva
By Takua



The Toa had tracked the thieves of their symbols all across Mata Nui, returning at last to the sandy expanse of 
Po-Wahi. Deep in the desert, they finally caught up with the mysterious Bohrok-Kal.

The creatures’ eyes glowed with a cunning intelligence. Their gleaming shells bore reptilian patterns 
surrounding strange symbols. They raised their shields and, incredibly, they spoke!

“We are the Bohrok-Kal,” said one in a voice like metal scraping stone. “We search for Cahdok and Gahdok, 
queens of the swarms.”

“Tell us where you have hidden the Bahrag and then stand aside,” said another, “We have no wish to harm 
helpless foes.”

Angered by their tone, Lewa Nuva leaped into action, but the impulsive Toa of Air found himself pinned in 
place by the magnetic force of Gahlok-Kal. Onua Nuva tried to end the battle with a single blow, but Pahrak-
Kal’s plasma held him at bay. As Tahu Nuva attempted to protect his fellow Toa with the Mask of Shielding, 
Nuhvok-Kal’s mastery of gravity sent him crashing to the ground. Then the Bohrok-Kal turned the full force of 
their powers on the heroes of Mata Nui.

When the Toa Nuva awakened, the creatures were gone.

“This was one of those look-before-you-leap things, wasn’t it?” said Lewa Nuva. “I guess I’m still mad about 
the tree. Stupid bugs.”

Kopaka Nuva’s mood was predictably cold. “If they free the Bahrag, the swarms will return to their mission. 
We cannot allow this to happen.”

“The Bohrok-Kal faced us together, while we stood apart,” said Gali Nuva sadly. “This is what I feared when 
we went our separate ways. As powerful as we became, it is in our unity that our true strength lies.”

Now the quest of the Toa Nuva has become even more desperate. They must find the Bahrag, defeat the 
Bohrok-Kal and end the threat of the swarms for good – all without the aid of their elemental powers!

Defeat of the Bohrok-Kal

The Toa Nuva Triumph Again!
By Takua

By the time the Toa reached the lair of the Bahrag, the Bohrok-Kal had already arrived – and departed. They 
had melted through the floor to the cave below, where the Queens had been trapped since their defeat. 
Strangely, the Bahrag were being guarded by the Exo-Toa. How and why the Exo-Toa came to be there would 
remain a mystery, for the powerful devices were swiftly defeated by the might of the Bohrok-Kal.

To free the Queens, the Bohrok-Kal needed to touch Cahdok and Gahdok with their krana Xa-Kal and place the 
stolen Nuva symbols upon the cube in the cavern’s center. When the Toa Nuva arrived, the Kal had already 
completed the first part of their task!

The Toa Nuva quickly used their secret weapon: the Vahi, the Great Mask of Time. Using the Vahi is very 
dangerous, and Tahu knew that if he lost control, it could mean the unbinding of all reality. Time slowed, but 
the Bohrok-Kal were protected by a powerful energy field and could not be harmed. Acting fast, the Toa Nuva 
took one last gamble and channeled their energy through their symbols, straight into the Kal.



Energized by the elemental strength of the Toa, the Bohrok-Kal’s powers raged out of control, incapacitating or 
destroying their unliving shells. The krana-kal yet lived, but without their Bohrok hosts, they were no longer a 
threat. The Bahrag remained imprisoned, and the Swarms would not be unleashed this day.

As the Toa Nuva reclaimed their symbols, they felt their powers surge through them once more. They made 
their way to the surface and prepared to return to their villages. Another threat to Mata Nui had been defeated!

Naming Day

Honoring the heroes of Ga-Koro
By Takua

Mata Nui has bestowed a great gift upon his people. Through the teachings of the Turaga, the Matoran have 
been transformed, becoming stronger and more agile, better able to defend their villages from danger. As all the 
villagers of Mata Nui gathered around the Kini-Nui, the Turaga made a momentous announcement.

“Brave Matoran,” began Nokama. “You have weathered a time of challenges with courage, spirit and unity. We 
wish especially to recognize those who stood against the Bohrok in the final battle against the swarms. In the 
face of darkness, you were a beacon of light for us all.”

Vakama raised his staff. “The defenders of Ga-Koro shall receive a special honor. Even as the Toa became the 
Toa Nuva, so too will these heroes have new names when their tale is carved in the chronicles.”

Jala was the first to be called. “Captain of the Ta-Koro Guard,” Vakama declared with pride. “Your valor and 
dedication to duty are an example to all. When your name is inscribed upon the Wall of History, you shall be 
known as Jaller.”

As the crowd cheered, Huki of Po-Koro and Maku of Ga-Koro too were granted new names. For their deeds at 
Ga-Koro, they will be known henceforth as Hewkii and Macku.

At last, Vakama called one final name. “Chronicler Takua…”

“Inscribe these names upon the Wall of History, as is your duty,” said Vakama sternly. “And try to spell them 
correctly.”

Now it is a time of great festivity and celebration. Matoran from all across Mata Nui gather in Po-Koro to 
exchange gifts and goods and to play in the village tournaments. After much consultation with Pohatu Nuva, 
Turaga Onewa has announced that the new form of Koli, played with Ga-Koro net-staffs, is to become the 
official Po-Koro sport of Kolhii.

As for Takua the Chronicler, who it seems shall forever remain only Takua the Chronicler, he too has held a 
small ceremony of naming. From this day forward, whenever her deeds are written on the great Wall of History, 
the faithful Ussal crab Puku shall be known by the name of Pewku.


